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Objectives

- Explore financial management terminology to increase understanding and application of financial data.
- Apply introductory accounting and finance principles to translate financial reports/statements and optimize available resources.
- Identify basic approaches to fiscal forecasts and their potential for informing fiscal decisions.

Ignite your leadership potential. Financial Decision-Making Approaches is designed to equip hospice and palliative medicine physicians with foundational principles in financial management to increase their understanding of institutional or organizational financial reports. This course will provide an introduction to financial concepts and terminology followed by an exploration of cost analysis and resource allocation using sample financial tools and documents, case studies, and scenarios to provide practical relevance for HPM physicians. This preconference program is offered in partnership with the American Association for Physician Leadership (Association) and presented by Association faculty. This session applies to all physician leaders and practice settings looking to enhance their financial management understanding and decision-making for their organization.

Primary leadership competencies addressed in this program include financial acumen and resource management.

AAHPM Ignite is one of three sessions included in the AAHPM Leadership Forum. AAHPM and the American Association for Physician Leadership have designed a comprehensive leadership training program that offers a variety of learning opportunities and varied environments, including face-to-face didactic instruction and Web-based self-study. You can create your own customized and flexible learning pathway and select content based on your unique leadership development goals and career pathway. Learn more at aahpm.org/career/leadership.